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A Legend in Pecan Equipment

The world leader in pecan processing machines 
introduces the next revolution in pecan cracking 
technology: the 252S LEGACY Pecan Cracker. 
Savage crackers have become the essential com-
ponent of pro�table shelling operations over the 
past couple of decades, and the LEGACY cracker 
o�ers another giant leap forward for high-vol-
ume pecan processors.

Each Savage 252S Cracker can handle over 750 
nuts per minute. Shellers tell us how pleased they 
are with a higher quality end-product and even 
more complete halves. Even native pecans crack 
better on the new Savage machine! Learn more 
about all the Savage Silverline machines on our 
website, www.savageequipment.com.
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Savage 252S Crackers revolutionize 
nut-shelling operations!

Legacy Pecan Cracker

Typical Small-Scale
Pecan Shelling Plant

It has been over �fteen years since Savage introduced a 
new cracker, and the 252S LEGACY Cracker has proven 
to be worth the wait. Everything we have learned about 
rapid pecan cracking and production of complete 
halves, is engineered into this amazing machine. This 
marvel of innovation is also easier to operate, requires 
less maintenance and has fewer moving parts.

Shellers who have employed the LEGACY Cracker 
report improved production statistics and less down 
time. They also consider it a game changer when it 
comes to cracking native pecans. Used in tandem with 
the Savage Vibratory Conveyor (as shown at right), 
operators can multiply the e�ciency and space savings 
gained by incorporating these machines into their 
nut-shelling operations.

252S LEGACY advantages:
•  Higher percentage of complete halves
•  At least 87.5% more nuts cracked in an 18% 

smaller footprint (compared to 238S)
•  Quick roll-out/roll-in machine replacement
•  High performance with almost any nut size
•  Unique valve system—less maintenance and 

fewer wear-parts
•  Cleaner operation—less dust & less nut pieces
•  Engineered for ease of operation and less 

downtime
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